Does glassware have an impact on the sensory perception of champagne?

An investigation into the relative influences of physico-chemical and psychological
processes in the sensory perception of two Pinot Noir-dominant Brut NV champagnes.
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Abstract
Despite much recent media interest in champagne glassware styles, there has been no
published systematic research investigating the influence of glassware on the sensory
perception of champagne, let alone whether any such influence is physico-chemical,
psychological or both. To explore this influence, an experiment is presented in which
participants, tested in either blindfolded or sighted conditions, rated the aroma intensity and
aroma appeal of two champagnes in four different glass shapes, with a questionnaire
conducted on a separate group to give contextual information and opinion. There was a
significant effect of glassware on the aroma intensity and appeal ratings in the blindfolded
condition, supporting the physico-chemical influence of glassware. There was also a
significant interaction between glass shape and ‘sightedness’ (blindfolded versus sighted) for
aroma appeal, lending some support for the psychological influence of glassware.

The assistance received in conducting this study is acknowledged at the rear of this report.
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1.

Introduction

Glassware makes a valuable contribution to the overall experience of wine tasting and
drinking, the glass having been described as ‘not just the final container for wine but an
important instrument for communicating it to the human senses’1. Glassware is seen as having
such an influence on sensory perception that the International Standards Organisation (ISO),
advised by industry experts, have specified a standard glass shape for professionally analysing
wine2. In contrast, some glass manufacturers have strongly promoted using different glass
shapes to enhance different wine styles when drinking for pleasure.
There is much anecdotal evidence, and many product testimonials, from authoritative figures
(such as Victoria Moore3 and, within Riedel's brochure4, Robert Parker and Michel Bettane)
promoting the positive influence of glassware on the sensory perception of wine, yet the
published scientific research into this field is sparse and shows conflicting results whilst the
precise means by which glassware might exert influence remains poorly understood.
Churchill Livingstone's Dictionary of Sport and Exercise Science and Medicine5 defines
sensory perception as 'the act or process of becoming aware of internal or external sensory
stimuli or events, involving the meaningful organization and interpretation of those stimuli'.
There are two key parts to this definition, with either potentially influenced by glassware
when assessing or drinking wine. The first is the process of becoming aware of sensory
stimuli which, during wine tasting, can involve the activation of receptors in eyes, hands,
nasal cavity and mouth, that convert sensory information into electric signals for processing
by the brain6. Glassware could have a physico-chemicala influence on this process by
affecting the activation of sensory receptors; for example, the physical parameters of the glass
could funnel aromas more effectively to nasal receptors or, when drinking, direct wine to a
particular area of the mouth8.
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The second part is the meaningful organization and interpretation of those stimuli. Scientific
research has shown that senses do not function in isolation; for example, the basic information
from smell may be supplemented by inputs from vision and touch9. Previous learning
experiences and emotions are thought to be important in determining how these inputs are
integrated and processed to form a unified, multisensory perception of the tasting experience6.
Therefore, the sight or feel of the glass could combine with associations from previous
learning or particular emotions to affect the sensory perception of wine aroma or flavour, with
glassware then having a psychological influence on perception.
How glassware influences sensory perception is of likely interest to glassmakers, wine
producers and wine retailers. If its influence on sensory perception is purely via physicochemical means, glassmakers and producers of iconic wines might advantageously promote a
‘perfect’ glass for a wine style or their brand. However, if glassware influences sensory
perception by psychological means, consumer acceptance of less familiar or popular designs
may depend on addressing their preconceptions and thus retailers and restaurateurs might
increase revenues by showing wines to customers in more appropriate glassware.

1.1

Support for multisensory perception

Within sensory perception research, most studies of wine glasses have focused simply on
whether glass shape can alter sensory perception without exploring whether this influence is
physico-chemical, psychological or both.
However, in the wider field of food and drink, there has been more incisive scientific research
on multisensory perception. Several studies have found that systematically altering a variable
within a participant’s environment can change the way a food or beverage is perceived. For
a

relating to physics and chemistry7
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example, Piqueras-Fiszman and Spence (2011), cited by Spence et al10 in a review of the
impact of tableware and other contextual variables on multisensory flavour perception, found
that food served on heavy metal spoons was perceived as higher quality and more pleasant
than the same food served on lightweight plastic cutlery. They suggest that participants
perceive heavy metal spoons as being of higher quality and that this judgement is transferred
to the food, causing it also to be perceived as higher quality. This effect, whereby the
consumer’s perception of, and feelings about, the sensory properties of one stimulus (the
spoon) can influence the perception of another stimulus (the food), is called ‘sensation
transference’10,11.
The 'mere exposure' effect, whereby familiarity with a stimulus or combination of stimuli
increases appeal, can account for other results. Raudenbush et al (2002), cited by Spence and
Wan11, found that participants rated a hot chocolate served in a ceramic cup (a familiar
combination) as tasting significantly more pleasant than in either a bottle or glass (unfamiliar
combinations).
It could be argued that a spoon may impart a certain taste or a drinking vessel may direct
liquid to a preferential area of the mouth, both being physico-chemical effects. However,
these assertions cannot explain the results of research conducted by van Doorn et al12, who
found that cup colour changed perceptions of a coffee's intensity and sweetness. Equally, both
Macpherson13 and Spence et al10 described similar effects being found with stimuli
unconnected with the means of serving, such as packaging, and less tangible environmental
elements, such as light and sound. Overall, the research suggests that, if a stimulus has
characteristics (e.g. colour, material, shape) that are perceived as congruent with a
characteristic of the food or beverage (e.g. bitterness, creaminess, sweetness), the sensory
perception of that characteristic will be enhanced or the quality, intensity or pleasantness of
the food or beverage will be heightened.
© Institute of Masters of Wine 2015.
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1.2

Research on the effect of wine glassware on sensory perception

Although existing research into wine glassware has not directly focused on whether its
influence is physico-chemical or psychological, Spence and Wan11 argued in their literature
review of beverage perception research that, overall, there is sufficient evidence to support a
psychological influence. The reviewed studies can be broadly divided into those where
participants could see and touch the glasses (permitting multisensory perception) and those
where participants could not (invoking only the senses of smell or taste). In studies where
participants could see and hold wine glasses, much larger (and significant) effects of the glass
on the sensory properties of the wine were almost always observed. For example, Vilanova et
al14 found significant differences in aroma intensity and quality of a sweet wine served in nine
different glasses to sighted participants. Likewise, Hummel et al15 gave sighted participants
either white or red wine to smell and taste and found significant differences in ‘odor intensity’
(although not in ‘odor hedonics'b) between tulip, beaker and bulbous-shaped glasses.
In contrast, studies aimed at isolating the physico-chemical influence of glassware by
removing visual and tactile cues have shown mixed results. Russell et al16 removed all such
cues by decanting red wine into different glasses (left for up to 30 minutes) before pouring it
into identical plastic beakers to serve; they found that participants could not identify the
anomalous wine sample in a triangle test. Delwiche et al17 also removed all such cues by
blindfolding their participants and found that only one glass was significantly different to the
other three in terms of aroma intensity. Despite some significant correlations between
physical aspects of the glass (e.g. maximum diameter, capacity) and sensory attributes of the
b

odour pleasantness
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(red) wine (e.g. vinegar, fruit), Delwiche et al described the overall effect of the glass as
‘subtle’. Cliff18 also tested blindfolded participants and found that wine glass shape
significantly influenced the perceived aroma intensities of both red and white wines.
However, the sample of just 18 oenology students makes it difficult to generalise the results to
the wider population and it has been questioned whether the statistics in this study were
corrected for multiple comparisons11. Spence and Wan11 suggest that the various outcomes
described above are most consistent with the view that the influence of glassware on the
perception of a wine is more psychological in origin than physical or chemical. As all these
studies have very different sample sizes, involve participants of different levels of wine
expertise and use different styles of wine and glassware, it is unwise to make any direct
comparisons between them. However, Spence and Wan’s11 view is supported by Fischer et
al19 who compared the aroma ratings of sighted and blindfolded participants, and determined
that the two groups rated different glasses as giving the most intense aromas, although it is
unclear from their report whether this difference was statistically significant. Taken as a
whole, the findings of these past studies would seem to indicate the need for continuing
research.

1.3

The effect of glassware on champagne – physico-chemical or psychological?

To date, published academic research into the effect of glassware on sensory perception has
been restricted to still wines and not featured any sparkling wines. This seems surprising,
given the importance of glassware to the overall experience of drinking sparkling wines, as
illustrated by the current media interest in the best glass shape for champagne8,20-22.
In recent years, wine professionals and enthusiasts have moved away from serving
champagne in the traditional narrow flute towards larger and more bulbous glasses, with two
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shapes of choice emerging within the Champagne region itself. The modern 'tulip' shapec is
championed by Veuve Clicquot23, Taittinger24 and chef sommelier-cum-glassware designer
Philippe Jamesse20,25. Other houses, notably Dom Pérignon8,26, Charles Heidsieck27, BillecartSalmon28 and Laurent-Perrier29, as well as glassware manufacturers such as Riedel30 and wine
experts such as Tom Stevenson and Essi Avellan MW31, and Frederico Lleonart21,22, advocate
more bottom-rounded shapes, traditionally associated with still wines such as Chardonnays
and Pinot Noirs. Even prestigious champagne houses are surprised at how differently their
cuvées express themselves in different glass shapes32. The broad reasoning behind this trend
seems to be that such shapes allow a greater expression of aromas which, for wine enthusiasts
and professionals at least, forms a key part of the champagne tasting experience8,21,22,33-38.
This belief is supported by a body of research largely conducted at the Université de Reims by
Gérard Liger-Belair and others, exploring bubble flow patterns in, and aerosol emission from,
champagne in different glass shapes using laser imaging and gas sampling techniques39-42.
Each bubble seen in a glass of champagne forms at a nucleation site, usually an etching in the
glass or a fibre or dust speck. Once the bubble reaches a certain critical size, its buoyancy
causes it to ascend through the liquid43, all the while attracting surfactants (including aromatic
compounds such as alcohols, some aldehydes and organic acids) and transporting these to the
surface, where they consequently become concentrated39. When bursting at the surface,
bubbles eject droplets, containing a large concentration and variety of potentially aromatic
molecules, into the airspace above39. A significant proportion of these droplets evaporate,
transferring aroma compounds into the vapour phase so that they can be smelt44. Therefore,
the more bubbles generated and bursting at any one time, the more intense and potentially
complex the champagne's aroma is likely to be.

The word ‘tulip’ is used to describe a diverse range of glass shapes. Here, it is used to describe a
glass with a thin, often pointed, bottom to the cuppa (defined by Delwiche et al17 as the portion of the
c
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Glass shape inevitably determines the surface area of the champagne and therefore the
number of bubbles bursting. Traditional flutes tend to permit a very small surface area
whereas a wine glass or tulip flute provides a larger surface area. The depth of the liquid in
the glass is also important and will be shallower, for the same volume of liquid, in glasses
with more bulbous shapes than a flute. As a bubble ascends through the champagne, it grows
in size due to a continuous diffusion of dissolved carbon dioxide (CO2) from the liquid into
the bubble39. Thus, the deeper the liquid, the larger the bubbles become by the time they reach
the free surface of the champagne and hence the fewer that can form and burst for a given
surface area, reducing the concentration of aroma compounds released45.
The shape of the glass above the liquid surface is also vital in capturing aromas and funnelling
them towards the nose, potentially contributing to a fuller, more complex aroma profile. The
aerosol above the free surface of the liquid contains aromas precursors41 and is key to the
organoleptic essence of champagne46. Therefore, if glass shape can influence the formation of
this aerosol and the funnelling of the aroma compounds within it towards the nose, it is
possible that champagnes may smell differently, with either more or less intensity and/or
appeal, in differently shaped glasses. For the flute, the headspace after a standard 125ml
pouring is generally very limited and so the aromas escape into the atmosphere20. The narrow
opening of the flute also highly concentrates CO2 release44 and this can irritate the nose,
leading to a less pleasant smelling sensation31. Tulip flutes and wine glasses tend to have
larger headspaces which curve in towards the rim, funnelling the captured aromas towards the
nose. Together, these factors suggest that wine glasses and tulip flutes should physically give
a more intense and more pleasant aroma perception than the traditional narrow flute.

glass that can contain liquid), that opens out to its widest diameter two-thirds to three-quarters up the
cuppa, before curving back in at the rim (as illustrated by the image of Vitis in Figure 1, page 16).
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The work of Liger-Belair and others seems to provide compelling evidence that glassware has
a physico-chemical influence on the way in which champagne aromas are perceived.
Nevertheless, there are also strong reasons to believe that glassware for champagne has a
psychological influence. Champagne undoubtedly holds a special place in the world of wine,
and, indeed, beverages as a whole. Despite other sparkling wines experiencing a greater
global annual retail value growth rate (4.7%) than champagne (1.8%) over the period 2009201447, effective marketing and product placement continue to make champagne the ultimate
drink of celebration, luxury and aspirational living.
However, for many consumers, it is not just the liquid in the bottle that is important but also
the theatre involved in serving and drinking champagne, in which glassware can play a key
role. Its long-standing popularity means the traditional narrow flute remains the iconic
glassware for champagne, immediately identifiable as the vessel for sparkling wine, its tall
cuppa emphasising the bubble stream and enhancing the wine’s aesthetic appearance33. As
American wine critic Antonio Galloni states 'In a restaurant, other tables will notice right
away that you’re drinking Champagne if it’s in a flute, whereas in a white-wine glass, the
identity of the beverage is not so easily distinguished'33. Both Riedel48 and Dartington
Crystal49 confirm that tall, narrow flutes are their best-selling champagne glasses and
Françoise Peretti, director of the Champagne Bureau, believes that the vast majority of
champagne consumers use such flutes50. Although tulip-shaped flutes and wine glasses should
enhance the perception of aromas from a physico-chemical standpoint, if these non-traditional
glass shapes have had a limited role in people’s previous experiences or knowledge of
champagne drinking or, worse, are perceived as unsuitable in some way for champagne, the
perception of champagne aromas from such glasses might be negatively influenced. Likewise,
if there is a strong association between champagne and the traditional flute, the perception of
champagne aromas in this glass might be positively influenced. This could be very important
© Institute of Masters of Wine 2015.
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in the on-trade as research by Wan et al51 found that people were willing to pay significantly
more for wine if they thought the glassware was congruent with its contents.
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2.

The Current Research

The background literature review confirmed that no research on the aroma perception of
sparkling wine has been published. It also suggested that glassware might influence aroma
perception in two specific ways, acting either individually or in combination, namely:
1.

the physico-chemical effect of glass shape on the input to sensory receptors, supported by
Liger-Belair's research39 into the flow patterns and aerosol formation of champagne in
differently shaped glasses.

2.

the psychological influence of glass shape as part of multisensory perception, Spence and
Wan11 having reported that visual and tactile sensory input, together with previous
learning, could affect perception (possibly by sensation transference or the mere exposure
effect).

The study was therefore designed to investigate both potential sources of influences, using
perceptions of the aroma intensity and appeal of two similar champagnes. Aroma, rather than
flavour, was chosen as the focus of this research as it is commonly cited by wine enthusiasts
as the main reason for their choice of more rounded glasses3,21,35,37. Although aroma
perception can be analysed in much more detail than just intensity and appeal (for example,
by asking participants to describe the aromas), those two constructs are arguably the most
important factors when drinking champagne in a real-life scenario and are also relatively easy
to understand and rate, even to those with limited wine tasting experience.
The study comprised a programme of experiments in which volunteer participants sampled
several combinations of champagnes and glassware in two conditions of 'sightedness', namely
sighted or blindfolded (i.e. with or without the influence of visual and tactile input). This
programme was supported by a questionnaire, conducted with a separate participant group, to
explore whether they held any preconceptions or preferences for certain glass types, thus
© Institute of Masters of Wine 2015.
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providing more context to the experimental results. A pilot study was conducted to determine
the number of samples that could be smelt without fatigue, identify methodological problems
and train the lead servers; results from these tests were not included in the statistical analyses.
As the first sparkling wine study in this field of research, the results should be considered as
preliminary or indicative rather than providing a definitive statement, potentially stimulating
interest and providing direction for further research into the ways in which sensory
perceptions of sparkling wines are processed.

2.1

Hypotheses

The research proposed two questions for the experiment, namely:
a) Does glass shape have a significant effect on aroma intensity and appeal ratings of two
Pinot Noir-dominant Brut NV champagnes?
b) Does ‘sightedness’ (blindfolded vs. sighted conditions) have a significant effect on the
aroma intensity and appeal ratings across the glass shapes?d
Two testable clusters of hypotheses were formulated to address these questions. The first
cluster, tested only on blindfolded participants to eliminate psychological cues, related to the
physico-chemical influence of glassware on the aroma perception of champagne:

d

The wording of this question has been slightly altered from that in the respective Research Proposal
(which asks if there will be a significant effect from each glass). To fully understand the influence of
sightedness, it was thought necessary to focus on the interaction between the different glass shapes and
different sightedness conditions. A significant main effect whereby, for example, the ratings for all
glasses are consistently higher in the sighted condition than the blindfolded condition, would not
necessarily support the glasses having a psychological influence on perception (rather, it could suggest
that participants rate more conservatively when blindfolded). A significant interaction whereby the
ratings from the glasses are influenced differently by sightedness (e.g. one glass may have higher
ratings in the sighted condition whereas the others have lower ratings) was therefore considered to be a
more valid test of a psychological influence based on glass shape. This decision was agreed by the RP
coordinator (18/05/2015).
© Institute of Masters of Wine 2015.
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1.1 Glass shape will have a significant effect on aroma intensity ratings of the two
champagnes,
1.2 Glass shape will have a significant effect on aroma appeal ratings of the two
champagnes.
The second cluster of hypotheses, tested using both blindfolded and sighted participants,
related to whether glassware influences the aroma perception of champagne through
psychological means, using the interaction between sightedness and glass shape:
2.1 ‘Sightedness’ will have a significant effect on the pattern of aroma intensity ratings of
the two champagnes across the glasses,
2.2 ‘Sightedness’ will have a significant effect on the pattern of aroma appeal ratings of
the two champagnes across the glasses.
The research proposal also considered, as a secondary aspect of the research, an investigation
into whether engaged wine consumers significantly prefer certain glassware shapes when
serving champagne. This was conducted purely as a contextual study to potentially aid
understanding of the experimental results.

© Institute of Masters of Wine 2015.
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3.

The Experiment - Methodology

3.1

Design

The experiment employed a 2x2x4 mixed-variable design. There was one between-subjects
independent variable, ‘sightedness’, with different participants taking part in two conditions
(blindfolded or sighted). There were two within-subjects independent variables, namely
‘champagne’ with two levels and ‘glass shape’ with four levels. Thus, each participant, in
either sightedness condition, sampled both champagnes in four different glass shapes and so
gave ratings for eight samplese. Although the between-subjects nature of the sightedness
independent variable gives less control over confounding variables (such as differences
between the two groups of participants), a completely within-subjects design (in which each
participant would have taken part in both the sighted and blindfolded conditions) would have
risked participants guessing the aim of the experiment and, either consciously or
subconsciously, altering their responses to fit this aim. A within-subjects design would have
also increased the chance of olfactory fatigue, with participants smelling double the number
of samples.
There were two dependent variables, namely aroma intensity and aroma appeal. Both were
measured on a rating scale ranging from 1 (lowest rating) to 9 (highest rating).

3.2

Participants

Eighty-nine participants took part in the experiment across the 12 sampling days, 44 being
blindfolded and 45 sighted. There were both sighted and blindfolded tests conducted on each
e

Participants were not told that they would sample two champagnes from each of four different
glasses. When volunteers who had taken part in the pilot tests were asked how many different
champagnes they had sampled, the responses were split between ‘one’, ‘two’ and ‘three’.
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sampling day and participants drew lots in sealed envelopes to determine which condition
they would undertake.
All participants were volunteers, recruited by convenience sampling, from Wine & Spirit
Education Trust (WSET) students studying for Level 2 or Level 3 qualifications at the
WSET’s London Wine & Spirit School during the first three months of 2015. This sample
was selected to represent ‘engaged wine consumers’, with an interest in wine but not yet
experts. This sector is likely to be of key interest to glass manufacturers, representing a
lucrative segment of the general population (relative to wine experts, due to their much
greater numbers) that, on average, are likely to drink wine (here, specifically champagne)
more frequently than the general population. Through their ongoing studies, these participants
were also experienced in using rating scales to describe wine characteristics, permitting a
degree of confidence that they understood the experimental procedure. Demographic data for
the experiment's participants are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Demographic data for the experiment, split by blindfolded & sighted conditions

Gender
Age

Job
WSET Level
Frequency of
champagne
consumption
Nationality

Male
Female
21-29
30-39
40+
Trade
Non-trade
Level 2
Level 3
More than monthly
Monthly
Less than monthly
UK
Other European
The Americas
Asia
Australasia

Whole group
Number
%
46
52%
43
48%
38
43%
28
31%
23
26%
35
39%
54
61%
36
40%
53
60%
23
26%
27
30%
39
44%
40
45%
36
40%
6
7%
4
5%
3
3%

Blindfolded group
Number
%
23
52%
21
48%
20
46%
15
34%
9
20%
18
41%
26
59%
18
41%
26
59%
9
20%
15
34%
20
46%
18
41%
17
39%
4
9%
3
7%
2
4%

Sighted group
Number
%
23
51%
22
49%
18
40%
13
29%
14
31%
17
38%
28
62%
18
40%
27
60%
14
31%
12
27%
19
42%
22
49%
19
43%
2
4%
1
2%
1
2%
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3.3

Experimental set-up and materials

Environment
The experiments were conducted in the well-lit, air-conditioned classrooms of WSET’s
London Wine & Spirit School, with recorded ambient temperatures of 20-25°C. Each
experiment started between 14:30 and 17:30, when the participants' classes had finished for
the day. Blindfolded and sighted testing were conducted in different classrooms.
Glassware
The experiment tested sensory perception across four different glass shapes. This number was
chosen as it enabled a reasonably varied range of appropriate glass shapes to be tested whilst
keeping the likelihood of participants experiencing olfactory fatigue low. Pilot tests carried
out in December 2014 demonstrated that participants could smell eight samples (two
champagnes in four glass shapes) without becoming fatigued, especially if two flights of four
samples were separated by a short break. With a greater number of samples, participants
began to tire and lose concentration.
The four models were selected exclusively by the researcher on the basis of either current
popularity or their promotion within the wine trade as being particularly suitable for
enhancing the aromas and flavours of champagne. The coupe was considered but not selected
as it was generally unpopular in pilot questionnaires and is also more widely regarded as
being unfit for purpose31.
To ensure consistency of production, all four glass models were manufactured by Riedel from
lead crystal; the three champagne glasses had been laser-etched on the cuppa base to ensure
nucleation. All glasses were purchased directly from the company by the researcher without
sponsorship.
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The four models tested (Figure 1) were:


The Vinum Champagne Glass,



The Vitis Champagne Glass,



The Veritas Champagne Wine Glass,



The Veritas New World Pinot Noir Glass.

Vinum
Champagne

Vitis
Champagne

Veritas
Champagne Wine

Veritas New World
Pinot Noir

Figure 1: The four glass shapes used within the experiment
(reproduced from www.riedel.com, glasses to scale, liquid depth not indicative)

Appendix 1 further describes these glasses, which will henceforth be referred to as Vinum,
Vitis, Veritas and PN respectively. The experimental procedure also used standard ISO
glasses (loaned from WSET) as controls for standardising aroma intensity and appeal ratings.
The sample size throughout the experiment was 125ml, as this is a common on-trade measure
for a glass of sparkling wine.
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Champagne brands
The two champagnes selected were Fresne Ducret Brut Reserve and Henri Goutorbe Cuvée
Prestige Brut. Each is a Pinot Noir-dominant, non-vintage (NV) premier cru with four to five
years maturation in bottle, purchased directly from a récoltant manipulant in the Montagne de
Reims. Both producers could verify that all bottles supplied were from the same year's
assemblage, disgorged on the same day, treated with the same dosage and bottled with corks
from the same batch; in this way, potential variations between bottles were minimised.
NV wines were chosen to avoid results only being applicable to a certain vintage. Pinot Noirdominant champagnes were selected as these wines often display, in youth at least, more
intense aromas than Chardonnay-dominant champagnes31,52, thus making it easier for
participants to assess and give differential ratings.
A typicity test, conducted with four other Pinot Noir-dominant NV premier cru champagnes,
confirmed that the two chosen champagnes were characteristic of this style (Appendix 2).
Server stations
It was considered necessary to pour the champagne in the classroom to reduce and standardise
(as much as possible) the time taken between pouring and sampling on each day and in each
condition. Server stations were therefore constructed in each room, behind which bottles
could be opened and glasses charged out of sight of participants, as shown in Appendix 3.
Each server station could hold sufficient glasses (eight, plus two control glasses) for two
participants. Glasses (excluding the controls) for each participant were arranged onto A3
sheets showing their serving order; these sheets displayed eight rings, sized by each model's
base diameter and colour-coded for each champagne to minimise set-up and pouring errors,
and were selected from a set of 96 pre-prepared randomised-for-order examples, to control for
order effects (e.g. participants rating the later samples lower due to olfactory fatigue).
© Institute of Masters of Wine 2015.
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Each champagne bottle was bagged to preserve anonymity, individually numbered and subtly
colour-coded by a small piece of red or blue tape to match the glass sheets. The bottle number
was recorded for each sample poured, to trace back any consistently anomalous results across
different participants to a potentially faulty bottle. Stopwatches and digital temperature probes
were used to record the serving temperature of each champagne and the times from opening to
first pour and to serving.
Further support materials
Each participant was seated at an individual table laid out with a glass mat (marked only A to
H for the eight glasses each would sample), a sheet to record their ratings, mineral water for
refreshment and, for the blindfolded condition, opaque black goggles.
Additionally, each participant was supplied with an information sheet (tailored to their test
condition), a demographic questionnaire, two consent formsf and a Sensonics, Inc. Universal
Pocket Smell TestTM (a three odour, forced-choice screening test on a scratch card), to check
for basic olfactory functioning53. Further details are given in Appendix 4.
Servers
WSET staff were recruited to pour and serve; they were not informed of the precise research
aims, to avoid bias towards a certain outcome. All servers attended a training session and
some refresher meetings before the research, in which they practiced serving blindfolded
participants by holding up glasses to another server’s nose. Servers with speaking roles were
given a script to standardise the instructions given to participants.

f

participants retaining one for their personal records
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3.4

Procedure

On each of the 12 sampling days, participants were randomly allocated to either the sighted or
blindfolded group. These two groups undertook the experiment in separate rooms but at the
same time and using the same basic procedure.
Procedure for champagne pouring
All champagne bottles were stored in the same industrial refrigerator at 7°C for at least 18
hours, and removed from the refrigerator approximately 15 minutes before the start of each
experiment. The bottles were opened and poured behind the server stations in the
experimental room, to minimize the length of time between opening and serving.
The eight test samples were split into two flights of four samples. Fresh bottles of champagne
were opened for each flight, to standardize (as much as possible) the serving temperature and
the time between bottle opening and serving.
Servers were responsible for maintaining records of each test. Bottle numbers were logged
against each glass the participant received so that any atypical results could potentially be
traced back to a particular bottle. Serving temperatures were taken for a sample poured from
each bottle, with a mean temperature of 9.74°C (standard deviation = 1.53) across both
conditions. The times between opening, pouring and serving were recorded, with mean times
between opening and serving to all participants in the room of 5.38 minutes (blindfolded) and
8.20 minutes (sighted); the differences being attributable to more servers helping in the
blindfolded condition. Also, before serving, a sample of champagne from each bottle was
smelt by a WSET Diploma graduate to test for faults and bottle variation but none was
reported.
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A short post-experimental test was conducted to measure temperature rise five, ten and fifteen
minutes after pouring and any changes to aroma perception ratings across that timespan but
the results showed no consistent pattern.
Procedure for participants
Each participant read the information sheet, signed both consent forms (retaining one for
personal records) and completed the smell test.
The first four test samples were then placed on each participant's glass mat (as shown in
Figure 2a), having been poured at the server station whilst participants were completing their
questionnaires and smell tests. Participants rated each sample in terms of aroma intensity and
aroma appeal (described as how much they liked the aromas). To calibrate their ratings,
participants were given a control sample (in all cases, 125ml of Fresne Ducret Brut Reserve
NV in an ISO tasting glass) which they smelt each time before smelling a test sample. The
control was given a fixed intensity and appeal rating of five, and thus represented the midpoint from which participants could rate each test sample higher, equal or lower.
In the sighted condition, participants were able to smell the samples and write down their
ratings by themselves (Figure 2a). There was always a server present to ensure the
participants were following the correct procedure, which included not swirling the glasses
before smelling and not returning to smell previously rated test samples.
In the blindfolded condition, each participant was required to wear black opaque goggles and
so was allocated their own server. Once every participant was blindfolded, each server would
bring the four test samples in a flight to their participant and then be responsible for holding
each sample up to their participant’s nose (Figure 2b). Participants gave ratings using their
fingers (to avoid any cross-participant influence), which the server would record on the rating
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sheet. The samples were hidden behind the serving stations before the participants were
permitted to remove their goggles.

Figure 2a: Testing in the sighted condition

Figure 2b: Testing in the blindfolded
condition

After the first flight, there was a short break during which blindfolded participants could
momentarily remove their goggles before the procedure was repeated for the second flight of
four test samples, including a freshly poured control.
For taking part, participants were offered entry into a prize draw for a gift voucher or the
opportunity to take the champagnes they had sampled.
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4.

The Questionnaire - Methodology

4.1

Design

The main body of the questionnaire sought information and opinions on glassware for
champagne, with participants asked to make reference to the photographs of the glasses used
in the experiment. The questions were designed and tested through several pilot
questionnaires, initially using open-response questions to gain insight into the subject and
latterly identifying potential weaknesses in the design and wording. Revisions were made as
necessary before recording any data. Five questions regarding glassware were eventually
selected to gain a comprehensive view of participants’ feelings towards and experience of
glassware for champagne, covering association, familiarity, overall preference, aesthetic
preference and effectiveness in terms of aroma and/or flavour enhancement. Measures of
association and familiarity have already been shown to have a psychological influence on
sensory perception via the mere exposure effect, and it seems possible that glass shapes that
are perceived as visually appealing or effective could have a psychological influence via
sensation transference. The questions were non-specific by design, not suggesting any
particular style of champagne nor certain settings, such as a restaurant, since participants in
the experimental study were also tested in a neutral setting.

4.2

Participants

The 139 participants in the questionnaire group were volunteers from the same research
population as those taking part in the experiment, namely WSET Level 2 and Level 3 students
attending courses at the WSET’s London Wine & Spirit School in the first three months of
2015.
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4.3

Materials

In addition to the questionnaire, participants were supplied with an information sheet about
the study, two consent forms and photographs of the five glassesg used in the experiment, as
shown in Appendix 5. Participants also completed the same demographic questionnaire as the
experimental group (to allow comparisons between the groups).

4.4

Procedure

Copies of all materials were handed out across a class of students. Those who agreed to
participate were asked to work individually and not discuss answers. The questionnaire took
participants 5-10 minutes to complete and the researcher was present throughout this time to
answer questions and collect the completed responses.

g

Although the ISO glass was only used as a calibration aid in the experiment, it was considered
potentially insightful to explore the participants’ feelings towards this glass (being often used for
assessment and teaching) with reference to serving champagne. It is unclear whether these feelings
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would have influenced the ratings for the four test glasses in the experiment, hence its exclusion from
the experimental analysis.
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5.

The Experiment - Results

The aroma intensity and appeal ratings for each of the eight champagne/glass combinations
recorded for each participant were input independently by two people and cross-checked for
accuracy. There were no missing values and no data needed to be discarded due to a
participant failing the smell test (one aroma incorrectly identified). All statistical analyses
were conducted in SPSS Version 22, and a synopsis of these analyses and the major outcomes
found are given below; any interactions and main effects reported as significant are at p.<..05h
and are highlighted in bold red text. Likewise, those interactions and main effects having the
greatest implication on the hypotheses are shown against a blue background. The principal
statistical parameters from all analyses conducted, including effect sizes and exact p values,
are given in Appendix 6.

5.1

Aroma intensity analysis

The data were checked for normality (an important assumption that must be met for
parametric statistical analyses) by plotting frequency histograms and calculating z-scores for
skew and kurtosisi (as recommended by Field54). Some datasetsj showed significant skew or
kurtosis that could not be remedied by reverse log[10] or reverse square root transformations.
ANOVAsk conducted on the full raw dataset (known as untransformed data) and the same
dataset transformed by reverse log[10] and also reverse square root showed the same effects
h

The p-value can be interpreted as the probability (0 to 1) that the observed results are due to chance.

i

Skew - the extent to which the distribution curve of the data is non-symmetrical.
Kurtosis - the flatness or peakedness of the distribution curve.

j

A dataset is here defined as all the ratings given by participants for either aroma intensity or aroma
appeal in a single sightedness condition for one champagne in one glass. Therefore, the full raw
dataset comprises thirty-two individual datasets (four glass shapes x two champagne cuvées x two
sightedness conditions x two aroma parameters).
k

ANOVA - an ANalysis Of VAriance is a collection of statistical models used to analyse the
differences between group means.
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and interactions in all scenarios. Therefore, only the analyses conducted on the full raw
(untransformed dataset) have been reported below.
On the advice of Dr Graham Hole55, non-parametric tests were also conducted. The outcomes
of the parametric and non-parametric analyses were consistent with each other, giving
confidence in the parametric analyses despite the non-normally distributed data.
Parametric analyses for aroma intensity
To test for a significant interaction on glass*sightednessl (required for hypothesis 2.1m), a
2x2x4 mixed model ANOVAn with repeated measures on the champagne and glass shape was
conducted on the aroma intensity data. The output from the mixed model ANOVA details the
main effect of each independent variable (sightedness, champagne and glass shape) as well as
the interaction between each pair of variables (two-way interaction), and the interaction
between all three variables (three-way interaction). A structured approacho is required when
interpreting the SPSS output, to avoid putting emphasis on what may be misrepresentative
resultsp. Therefore, interactions have been reported before main effects are considered.
l

A convention used in the SPSS output tables, in this case meaning "the interaction between glass
shape and the sightedness condition".
Hypothesis 2.1 : ‘Sightedness’ will have a significant effect on the pattern of aroma intensity ratings
of the two champagnes across the glasses.
m

n

for sightedness (two levels: blindfolded / sighted) x champagne (two levels: Fresne Ducret / Henri
Goutorbe) x glass (four levels: Vinum / Vitis / Veritas / Pinot Noir)
o

This approach starts by considering the effect of each variable at each level of every other variable,
in this case the three-way interaction (champagne*sightedness*glass). This is before progressing to the
two-way interactions, which each focuses on the effect of one variable at each level of the second
variable, whilst amalgamating the data across all levels of the third variable. For example, the
interaction of glass*sightedness looks at the effects of glass shape at the two levels of sightedness,
having amalgamated the data across the two levels (cuvées) of champagnes. Finally, the main effects
may be considered, looking at the unique effect of each variable, having amalgamated data across the
other two variables. For example, the main effect of glass shape, where data across the two
champagnes and the two sightedness conditions have been amalgamated.
p

For instance, a significant two-way interaction means that the effect of one variable differs
significantly according to the level of the second variable. Thus, combining data across the levels of
the second variable to look at the main effect of the first variable is not useful nor appropriate and can
give misrepresentative outcomes.
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Table 2 shows outcomes of the interactions from the mixed model ANOVA. The
glass*sightedness interaction was not statistically significant, indicating that the effect of
glass shape on aroma intensity ratings did not differ significantly between the blindfolded and
sighted conditions to be regarded as statistically significant (see Figure 3) and hence
hypothesis 2.1 is unable to be accepted.
Table 2: Interaction outcomes of the mixed model ANOVA conducted on the aroma
intensity data

Interaction tested

Statistically Outcome
significant
champagne*glass*sightedness no
The three two-way interactions were not
influenced by the third variable; for
example, the champagne*glass interaction
was similar in the blindfolded and sighted
conditions
glass*sightedness
no
The effect of glass shape was similar in
the blindfolded and sighted conditions
(not supporting hypothesis 2.1), as shown
in Figure 3
champagne*glass
no
The effect of glass shape was similar for
each of the two champagnes
champagne*sightedness
no
The effect of champagne was similar in
the blindfolded and sighted conditions

Mean Aroma Intensity Ratings

6
5.5
5
4.5
4
Blindfolded
Sighted

3.5
3
Vinum

Vitis

Veritas

PN

Glass

Figure 3: Mean aroma intensity ratings for each glass shape, in sighted and
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blindfolded conditions (amalgamated champagne ratings)
As the mixed model ANOVA showed no significant interactions between any other
combinations of variables, the main effects can be examined (Table 3).
Table 3: Main effect outcomes of the mixed model ANOVA conducted on the aroma
intensity dataq
Main effect Statistically Outcome
tested
significant
glass
Across champagne and sightedness, the mean intensity
yes
ratings differed significantly across different glass
shapes,
Vinum Mean = 3.93, SD = 1.86
Vitis
Mean = 5.60, SD = 1.93
Veritas Mean = 5.74, SD = 1.80
PN
Mean = 5.28, SD = 2.20
champagne yes
Across sightedness and glass shape, the Henri Goutorbe
champagne showed a significantly higher mean
intensity rating than Fresne Ducret,
Henri Goutorbe Mean = 5.66, SD = 1.95
Fresne Ducret
Mean = 4.61, SD = 2.06
sightedness no
Across champagne and glass shape, the mean intensity
ratings given by blindfolded and sighted participants
were similar,
Blindfolded
Mean = 5.26, SD = 2.06
Sighted
Mean = 5.01, SD = 2.09

As can be seen, main effects were found for glass shape and champagne. Given that there was
not a significant main effect for sightedness, nor any significant interactions found, it could be
assumed that the effect of glass shape in the blindfolded condition was similar to that in the
sighted condition, and that the effects in both of these separate conditions were similar to the
main effect of glass shape (amalgamated across sightedness) as reported above. However, to
provide a direct test of hypothesis 1.1r separate 2x4 repeated-measures ANOVAss were
conducted for the blindfolded and sighted conditions, with outcomes reported in Tables 4 to 7.
q

SD = standard deviation

r

Hypothesis 1.1 : Glass shape will have a significant effect on aroma intensity ratings of the two
champagnes (tested through blindfolded participants only)
s

champagne (Fresne Ducret / Henri Goutorbe) x glass (Vinum / Vitis / Veritas / Pinot Noir)
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Table 4: Interaction outcome of the 2x4 repeated-measures ANOVA conducted on the
aroma intensity data from the blindfolded condition
Interaction tested
champagne*glass

Statistically Outcome
significant
no
The effect of glass shape was similar for
each of the two champagnes (comparing
the blue lines in Figure 4)

Table 5: Main effect outcomes of the 2x4 repeated-measures ANOVA conducted on the
aroma intensity data from the blindfolded condition
Main effect Statistically Outcome
tested
significant
glass
Across the two champagnes, the mean intensity ratings
yes
differed significantly across different glass shapes
(supporting hypothesis 1.1),
Vinum Mean = 4.33, SD = 1.87
Vitis
Mean = 5.58, SD = 1.98
Veritas Mean = 5.74, SD = 1.85
PN
Mean = 5.40, SD = 2.24
champagne yes
Across the four glass shapes, the Henri Goutorbe
champagne showed a significantly higher mean
intensity rating than Fresne Ducret,
Henri Goutorbe Mean = 5.86, SD = 1.91
Fresne Ducret
Mean = 4.66, SD = 2.03

Table 6: Interaction outcome of the 2x4 repeated-measures ANOVA conducted on the
aroma intensity data from the sighted condition
Interaction tested
champagne*glass

Statistically Outcome
significant
no
The effect of glass shape was similar for
each of the two champagnes (comparing
the red lines in Figure 4)
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Table 7: Main effect outcomes of the 2x4 repeated-measures ANOVA conducted on the
aroma intensity data from the sighted condition
Main effect Statistically Outcome
tested
significant
glass
Across the two champagnes, the mean intensity ratings
yes
differed significantly across different glass shapes
(important for hypothesis 2.1),
Vinum Mean = 3.53, SD = 1.77
Vitis
Mean = 5.62, SD = 1.90
Veritas Mean = 5.73, SD = 1.75
PN
Mean = 5.17, SD = 2.16
champagne yes
Across the four glass shapes, the Henri Goutorbe
champagne showed a significantly higher mean
intensity rating than Fresne Ducret,
Henri Goutorbe Mean = 5.47, SD = 1.98
Fresne Ducret
Mean = 4.56, SD = 2.10

Figure 4 shows the mean aroma intensity ratings for each glass shape in the two sightedness
conditions, by each champagne.
6.5

Mean Aroma Intensity Ratings
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Henri Goutorbe - Blindfolded
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2.5
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Figure 4: Mean aroma intensity ratings for each glass shape
in sighted and blindfolded conditions, by champagne
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As can be seen in Tables 5 and 7, a main effect of glass shape was found in both the
blindfolded and sighted ANOVAs, showing that aroma intensity ratings differed significantly
with glass shape. Importantly, this outcome from the blindfolded ANOVA directly supports
hypothesis 1.1. To investigate the statistically significant main effects of glass shape further,
post-hoc pairwise comparison testst were conducted, with results shown in Tables 8 and 9.
These show the difference between the mean intensity ratings for each of the two glass shapes
being compared, the 95% confidence intervalu for this difference and the p-value.

Table 8: Results of pairwise comparisons conducted on the mean aroma intensity
ratings from each glass shape in the blindfolded condition
(amalgamated champagne ratings)
Pairwise comparison
Glass 1
Glass 2
Vinum
Vitis
Vinum
Veritas
Vinum
PN
Vitis
Veritas
Vitis
PN
Veritas
PN

Mean Intensity
Glass 1
Glass 2
4.33
5.58
4.33
5.74
4.33
5.40
5.58
5.74
5.58
5.40
5.74
5.40

Mean
difference
-1.25
-1.41
-1.07
-0.16
0.18
0.34

95% Confidence
Interval
[-1.95, -0.55]
[-2.02, -0.80]
[-1.94, -0.20]
[-0.81, 0.49]
[-0.59, 0.96]
[-0.31, 0.99]

p
< .001
< .001
= .009
= 1.00
= 1.00
= .912

Table 9: Results of pairwise comparisons conducted on the mean aroma intensity
ratings from each glass shape in the sighted condition
(amalgamated champagne ratings)
Pairwise comparison
Glass 1
Glass 2
Vinum
Vitis
Vinum
Veritas
Vinum
PN
Vitis
Veritas
Vitis
PN
Veritas
PN

Mean Intensity
Glass 1
Glass 2
3.53
5.62
3.53
5.73
3.53
5.17
5.62
5.73
5.62
5.17
5.73
5.17

Mean
difference
-2.09
-2.20
-1.63
-0.11
0.46
0.57

95% Confidence
Interval
[-2.87, -1.31]
[-3.05, -1.35]
[-2.64, -0.62]
[-0.63, 0.41]
[-0.38, 1.29]
[-0.20, 1.33]

p
< .001
< .001
< .001
= 1.00
= .834
= .274

t

All post-hoc comparisons throughout the analyses for aroma intensity and appeal are corrected
against Type 1 error (where the null hypothesis is rejected when it is in fact true, thus stating there is
an effect when none exists) by the Bonferroni adjustment.
u

A 95% confidence interval is interpreted as there being a 95% chance that the true mean difference
lies between the upper and lower limits shown.
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In the pairwise comparisons for both the blindfolded and sighted conditions, the mean
intensity ratings for Vinum were significantly lower than those of Vitis, Veritas and PN, but
no significant differences were found between the mean ratings of the other three
combinations of glass shapes. There are notable differences between the results from the two
conditions but not sufficient to give a significant interaction.
Non-parametric analyses for aroma intensity
The above parametric analyses were conducted on non-normally distributed data and so, to
provide confidence in those results, repeat analyses were conducted using non-parametric
methods; consistent findings confirmed the validity of the parametric results.
A Friedman’s ANOVA showed a significant main effect of glass shape on the mean aroma
intensity ratings and a Wilcoxon Signed Rank test revealed that these were significantly
higher for the Henri Goutorbe champagne than the Fresne Ducret. Similarly, a Mann-Whitney
test conducted on the aroma intensity ratings did not find a significant main effect of
sightedness.
When the data was analysed separately for blindfolded and sighted conditions, a Friedman’s
ANOVA revealed a significant effect of glass shape in each condition. Likewise, Wilcoxon
Signed Rank tests for both conditions each showed the aroma intensity of Vinum to be
significantly lower than Vitis, Veritas and PN, with no significant differences in the ratings
between the other three glass shape pairings.

5.2

Aroma appeal analysis

The data were checked for normality by plotting frequency histograms and calculating zscores for skew and kurtosis. The z-scores confirmed the assumption of normality had been
met and, therefore, parametric tests were conducted on untransformed data with no additional
non-parametric analyses required.
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To test for a significant interaction on glass*sightedness (required for hypothesis 2.2v), a
2x2x4 mixed model ANOVAw with repeated measures on the champagne and glass shape was
conducted on the aroma appeal data.
With regards to hypothesis 2.2, the glass*sightedness interaction was statistically significant
(Table 10), indicating that the effect of glass shape differed significantly between the
blindfolded and sighted conditions.

Table 10: Interaction outcomes of the mixed model ANOVA conducted on the aroma
appeal data

Interaction tested

Statistically Outcome
significant
champagne*glass*sightedness no
The three two-way interactions were not
influenced by the third variable; for
example, the champagne*glass interaction
was similar in the blindfolded and sighted
conditions
glass*sightedness
The effect of glass shape differed
yes
significantly between the blindfolded and
sighted conditions (supporting hypothesis
2.2), as shown in Figure 5
champagne*glass
no
The effect of glass shape was similar for
each of the two champagnes
champagne*sightedness

no

The effect of champagne was similar in
the blindfolded and sighted conditions

The pattern of aroma appeal ratings in the two sightedness conditions (Figure 5) was much
less similar than that seen for aroma intensity (Figure 3, page 26). No other interactions were
statistically significant.

Hypothesis 2.2 : ‘Sightedness’ will have a significant effect on the pattern of aroma appeal ratings
of the two champagnes across the glasses.
v
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w

for sightedness (blindfolded / sighted) x champagne (Fresne Ducret / Henri Goutorbe) x glass
(Vinum / Vitis / Veritas / Pinot Noir)
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Figure 5: Mean aroma appeal ratings for each glass shape, in sighted and
blindfolded conditions (amalgamated champagne ratings)

As the glass*sightedness interaction was significant, the main effects for glass shape and
sightedness were not examined. However, the main effect for champagne was examined
(Table 11) and found to be significant.
Table 11: Champagne main effect outcome of the mixed model ANOVA conducted on
the aroma appeal data

Main effect Statistically Outcome
tested
significant
champagne yes
Across sightedness and glass shape, the Henri Goutorbe
champagne showed a significantly higher mean appeal
rating than Fresne Ducret,
Henri Goutorbe Mean = 5.61, SD = 2.01
Fresne Ducret
Mean = 4.93, SD = 2.04
To test hypothesis 1.2x and explore further the glass*sightedness interaction, separate 2x4
repeated-measures ANOVAsy were conducted for the blindfolded and sighted conditions,
x

Hypothesis 2.1 : Glass shape will have a significant effect on aroma appeal ratings of the two
champagnes (tested through blindfolded participants only)
y

champagne (Fresne Ducret / Henri Goutorbe) x glass (Vinum / Vitis / Veritas / Pinot Noir)
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with outcomes shown in Tables 12 to 15.

Table 12: Interaction outcome of the 2x4 repeated-measures ANOVA conducted on
the aroma appeal data from the blindfolded condition
Interaction tested
champagne*glass

Statistically Outcome
significant
no
The effect of glass shape was similar for
each of the two champagnes (comparing
the blue lines in Figure 6)

Table 13: Main effect outcomes of the 2x4 repeated-measures ANOVA conducted on
the aroma appeal data from the blindfolded condition

Main effect Statistically Outcome
tested
significant
glass
Across the two champagnes, the mean appeal ratings
yes
differed significantly across different glass shapes
(supporting hypothesis 1.2),
Vinum Mean = 4.89, SD = 1.91
Vitis
Mean = 5.48, SD = 1.99
Veritas Mean = 5.67, SD = 1.86
PN
Mean = 5.28, SD = 2.28
champagne yes
Across the four glass shapes, the Henri Goutorbe
champagne showed a significantly higher mean appeal
rating than Fresne Ducret,
Henri Goutorbe Mean = 5.73, SD = 1.92
Fresne Ducret
Mean = 4.93, SD = 2.06

Table 14: Interaction outcome of the 2x4 repeated-measures ANOVA conducted on
the aroma appeal data from the sighted condition
Interaction tested
champagne*glass

Statistically Outcome
significant
no
The effect of glass shape was similar for
each of the two champagnes (comparing
the red lines in Figure 6)
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Table 15: Main effect outcomes of the 2x4 repeated-measures ANOVA conducted on
the aroma appeal data from the sighted condition

Main effect Statistically Outcome
tested
significant
glass
Across the two champagnes, the mean appeal ratings
yes
differed significantly across different glass shapes
(important for hypothesis 2.1),
Vinum Mean = 4.10, SD = 2.02
Vitis
Mean = 5.78, SD = 2.00
Veritas Mean = 6.01, SD = 1.71
PN
Mean = 4.94, SD = 2.02
champagne yes
Across the four glass shapes, the Henri Goutorbe
champagne showed a significantly higher mean appeal
rating than Fresne Ducret,
Henri Goutorbe Mean = 5.48, SD = 2.09
Fresne Ducret
Mean = 4.93, SD = 2.02
Figure 6 shows the mean aroma appeal ratings for each glass shape in the two sightedness
conditions, by each champagne.
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Figure 6: Mean aroma appeal ratings for each glass shape
in sighted and blindfolded conditions, by champagne
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As can be seen in Tables 13 and 15, a main effect of glass shape was found in both the
blindfolded and sighted ANOVAs, showing that aroma appeal ratings differed significantly
with glass shape. Importantly, this outcome from the blindfolded ANOVA directly supports
hypothesis 1.2. To investigate both the statistically significant main effects of glass shape and
the interaction of glass shape with sightedness further, post-hoc pairwise comparison tests
were conducted, with results shown in Tables 16 and 17.

Table 16: Results of pairwise comparisons conducted on the mean aroma appeal
ratings from each glass shape in the blindfolded condition
(amalgamated champagne ratings)
Pairwise comparison
Glass 1
Glass 2
Vinum
Vitis
Vinum
Veritas
Vinum
PN
Vitis
Veritas
Vitis
PN
Veritas
PN

Mean Appeal
Glass 1
Glass 2
4.89
5.48
4.89
5.67
4.89
5.28
5.48
5.67
5.48
5.28
5.67
5.28

Mean
difference
-0.59
-0.78
-0.40
-0.19
0.19
0.39

95% Confidence
Interval
[-1.24, 0.06]
[-1.37, -0.20]
[-1.11, 0.32]
[-0.86, 0.47]
[-0.61, 0.99]
[-0.22, 1.00]

p
= .098
= .004
= .786
= 1.00
= 1.00
= .520

Table 17: Results of pairwise comparisons conducted on the mean aroma appeal
ratings from each glass shape in the sighted condition
(amalgamated champagne ratings)
Pairwise comparison
Glass 1
Glass 2
Vinum
Vitis
Vinum
Veritas
Vinum
PN
Vitis
Veritas
Vitis
PN
Veritas
PN

Mean Appeal
Glass 1
Glass 2
4.10
5.78
4.10
6.01
4.10
4.94
5.78
6.01
5.78
4.94
6.01
4.94

Mean
difference
-1.68
-1.91
-0.84
-0.23
0.83
1.07

95% Confidence
Interval
[-2.55, -0.80]
[-2.76, -1.06]
[-1.84, 0.15]
[-1.09, 0.63]
[-0.03, 1.70]
[0.32, 1.81]

p
< .001
< .001
= .142
= 1.00
= .065
= .002

Table 16 shows the pairwise comparisons for the blindfolded condition, in which the mean
appeal rating for Vinum was significantly lower than that of Veritas but no significant
differences were found between the mean ratings of the other five combinations of glass
shapes. A different pattern was seen in the pairwise comparisons for the sighted condition in
Table 17, supporting the interaction between glass shape and sightedness. Although the mean
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appeal rating for Vinum was significantly lower than that of Veritas, as found in the
blindfolded condition, there were also significant differences found between the mean appeal
ratings for Vinum and Vitis and for Veritas and PN, neither of which were found in the
blindfolded condition. There were no significant differences between Vinum and PN, Vitis
and Veritas, and Vitis and PN.
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6.

The Questionnaire - Results

The questionnaire was answered by 139 participants, of which 117 responses were fully
completed without error. All data from the 22 responses that were incomplete or contained
errors (e.g. two responses to a single-answer question) were discarded. The demographic data
of those remaining in the questionnaire group were compared to that of the experimental
group, to give some measure of their overall similarity (Table 18). Whilst the age &
nationality profiles show some small differences, the gender, job, qualification and frequency
of consumption are very similar.
Table 18: Demographic data for the questionnaire participants and a comparison with
the experimental group

Gender
Age

Job
WSET Level
Frequency of
champagne
consumption
Nationality

Male
Female
21-29
30-39
40+
Trade
Non-trade
Level 2
Level 3
More than monthly
Monthly
Less than monthly
UK
Other European
The Americas
Asia
Australasia

Questionnaire
Number
%
61
52%
56
48%
48
41%
51
44%
18
15%
46
39%
71
61%
47
40%
70
60%
38
32%
27
23%
52
45%
52
45%
40
34%
8
7%
13
11%
4
3%

Experiment
Number
%
46
52%
43
48%
38
43%
28
31%
23
26%
35
39%
54
61%
36
40%
53
60%
23
26%
27
30%
39
44%
40
45%
36
41%
6
7%
4
4%
3
3%

The descriptive statistics reported in Tables 19-23 provide information about the spread of
participants' answers and were thought to provide the most insight when reviewed alongside
the experimental results.
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The first question on glassware asked participants to select which of the pictured glasses they
associated with the serving of champagne, with multiple responses allowed (Table 19).
Table 19: Glass shapes associated with serving champagne
Glass
Vinum
Vitis
Veritas
PN
ISO

Positive responses
102
64
19
1
1

% of participants
87%
55%
16%
1%
1%

The Vinum flute shape was the predominant glass associated with serving champagne,
selected by 87% of participants, with the Vitis tulip flute also selected by over half the
participants whereas almost none associated the bulbous PN or the ISO tasting glass with
champagne.
The second question asked which glass(es) most closely resembled the style(s) in which
participants would serve champagne at home, again with multiple responses allowed (Table
20). Three participants responded that they never served champagne at home.
Table 20: Glass shapes closest to those used by participants to serve champagne at home
Glass
Vinum
Vitis
Veritas
PN
ISO

Positive responses
69
45
25
3
2

% of participants
59%
38%
21%
3%
2%

Despite reporting a close association with champagne, only 59% served champagne at home
in a traditional Vinum-like flute whilst a significant proportion used glasses similar in shape
to Vitis or Veritas (closest to a conventional white wine glass). Interestingly, only a small
percentage (17%) of participants who served champagne in both Vitis- and Veritas-like
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glasses would also use traditional flutes. Again, very few participants used a PN-like glass
(closest to a large red wine glass) or the ISO glass.
The third question asked participants which glass they would choose if offered a glass of
champagne from the pictured selection, ranking their choice from first to fifth (Table 21).
Table 21: Participants’ preference if offered a glass of champagne from the pictured
selection
Glass

First choice

Vinum
Vitis
Veritas
PN
ISO

37%
46%
15%
2%
0%

First & second
choice
67%
92%
35%
3%
2%

Third choice
20%
4%
55%
6%
16%

Fourth & fifth
choice
14%
3%
10%
91%
82%

Vitis appeared as the clear favourite, being the first or second choice of 92% of participants
whereas Vinum recorded 67% and Veritas 35%, the latter also being the most popular third
choice (55%). By contrast, the ISO and PN were placed in at least one of the lowest two ranks
by the vast majority of participants (82% and 91% respectively).
The fourth question asked participants how much they liked the visual appearance of each
pictured glass, in the context of champagne glassware, with five choices on a Likert scale
from "Strongly Like" to "Strongly Dislike" and a neutral mid-point (Table 22).
Table 22: Participants' preference for the visual appearance of each pictured glass
Glass

Strongly Like

Vinum
Vitis
Veritas
PN
ISO

22%
57%
18%
5%
1%

Strongly Like &
Somewhat Like
65%
83%
55%
10%
6%

Neither Like nor
Dislike
15%
13%
29%
24%
33%

Strongly Dislike &
Somewhat Dislike
20%
4%
16%
66%
61%

Vitis clearly had the most aesthetically pleasing appearance as a champagne glass, with the
majority of participants strongly liking it and only 4% disliking it. Vinum and Veritas were
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also generally popular and attracted broadly similar ratings. By comparison, most participants
disliked the ISO and PN to some extent.
The final question asked participants their opinion on which glass(es) would best enhance the
aromas and/or flavours of a champagne, ranking their choice from first to fifth (Table 23).
Table 23: Participants' views on which glasses would most enhance the aromas
and/or flavours of a champagne
Glass

First choice

Second choice

Third choice

Fourth choice

Fifth choice

Vinum
Vitis
Veritas
PN
ISO

27%
43%
18%
8%
3%

18%
42%
31%
8%
3%

14%
9%
41%
13%
22%

11%
6%
10%
22%
51%

30%
0%
1%
49%
20%

Most participants rated Vitis as the best or second best glass for enhancing a champagne’s
aromas or flavours. Veritas was also well considered, with 90% rating it within the three most
effective glasses, whereas opinions on Vinum were strongly split, with 27% considering it the
best and 30% the worst at enhancing aromas and flavours. Although nearly half of the
participants thought PN would be the worst, 16% believed it would perform relatively well.
The ISO glass was generally rated as likely to perform poorly.
Overall, the results suggest that although a Vinum-like flute is currently most associated with
champagne and is the glass that most participants use at home for serving champagne, given a
free choice the majority of participants would choose to drink champagne from the Vitis flute.
Most participants thought that this glass was aesthetically pleasing and would best enhance
the aromas and/or flavours of a champagne out of the given selection. By contrast, the PN and
ISO glasses performed consistently badly across all questions; the majority of participants did
not associate these glasses with champagne or use them to serve champagne at home, did not
find them aesthetically pleasing, would choose to drink from the other glasses and thought
they would enhance a champagne’s aromas/flavours less than the other glasses. Veritas is
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clearly thought to have some merit, being reasonably well liked and capable of enhancing
aromas and flavours.
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7.

Discussion

The experiment aimed to address two research questions; firstly, whether glass shape has a
significant effect on the aroma intensity and appeal ratings of two Pinot Noir-dominant Brut
NV champagnes and, secondly, whether ‘sightedness’ has a significant effect on aroma
intensity and appeal ratings across different glass shapes. Two clusters of hypotheses tested
these questions. The first cluster focussed on the effect of glass shape on aroma intensity and
appeal ratings on blindfolded participants, investigating whether glass shape has a physicochemical influence on perception. The second cluster tested whether glass shape affected
aroma ratings differently in sighted conditions (the interaction between glass shape and
sightedness) to determine whether glass shape has a psychological influence on aroma
perception.
In blindfolded conditions, the mean aroma intensity rating of Vinum was significantly lower
than that of Vitis, Veritas and PN. Hypothesis 1.1 can therefore be accepted; glass shape
appears to have a physico-chemical influence on aroma intensity. This correlates with Liger
Belair’s research20,43, which suggests that tulip-shaped flutes such as Vitis and wine glasses
such as Veritas and PN increase aroma intensity, possibly by allowing a larger surface area
for the release of aroma compounds and a greater headspace for the collection and funnelling
of aromas, compared to the traditional Vinum-like flute. Similarly, Cliff18 and Delwiche et
al17 reported significant differences in aroma intensity for different glass shapes tested on
blindfolded participants.
In blindfolded conditions, the mean aroma appeal of Vinum was significantly lower than that
of Veritas. Consequently, hypothesis 1.2 can also be accepted, supporting the physicochemical influence of glass shape on aroma appeal. Although the mean aroma appeal rating
for Vinum was also lower than those for Vitis and PN, these differences were not statistically
significant. As previously discussed, champagne glasses allowing a larger surface area and
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greater headspace may yield more appealing aromas by allowing the release and perception of
a greater number and diversity of aroma compounds. However, the research evidence for this
effect is weaker than that for aroma intensity. For example, Cliff’s study18 on still wines
found effects for aroma/flavour intensity but not for individual aroma/flavour characteristics
that may affect appeal, such as fruitiness or vegetativeness. This experiment’s results are
therefore not entirely unexpected.
Veritas had the highest overall mean ratings for both aroma intensity and appeal; thus, it
would seem that, although a larger surface area and headspace may be beneficial up to a
point, the very large surface area and headspace of PN is not advantageous, at least within the
parameters of this experiment. However, it is worth noting that PN is not laser-etched (which
would aid bubble nucleation), and therefore may have been disadvantaged, from a physicochemical perspective, in this line-up of glass models. If glass manufacturers seek to make the
‘perfect’ glass for a particular champagne style, further systematic research would be needed
to determine the optimum shape and dimensions for that style.
The second cluster of hypotheses focussed on the interaction between glass shape and
sightedness. There was not a statistically significant interaction for aroma intensity; the effect
of glass shape on aroma intensity ratings was not sufficiently different in blindfolded and
sighted conditions to be significant statistically. Hypothesis 2.1 cannot therefore be accepted;
the results are unable to provide conclusive support for a psychological influence of glass
shape on aroma intensity.
For aroma appeal, a statistically significant interaction was found between glass shape and
sightedness, with the effect of glass shape on mean aroma appeal ratings in blindfolded and
sighted conditions being sufficiently different. For example, in blindfolded conditions, the
difference between Vinum and Vitis was not statistically significant; in sighted conditions, the
mean rating for Vinum decreased yet for Vitis increased such that the difference became
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statistically significant. An identical effect was found between PN and Veritas, with a
significant difference measured in sighted but not blindfolded conditions. Hypothesis 2.2 can
therefore be accepted; the results providing support for a psychological influence of glass
shape on aroma appeal.
Reviewing the research into multisensory perception, both intensity and appeal (or
pleasantness) are characteristics that appear subject to psychological influence (as
demonstrated by Raudenbush et al (2002), cited by Spence and Wan11 and Van Doorn et al12),
and it is therefore surprising that glassware seems to have a psychological influence on aroma
appeal but not on aroma intensity. It is apparent when comparing Figures 3 and 5 (pages 26
and 33 respectively) that the non-significant interaction for aroma intensity follows broadly
the same pattern as the significant interaction for aroma appeal. A possible conjecture is that
the stronger physico-chemical influence of glass shape on aroma intensity ratings (compared
to aroma appeal) might mask any psychological influence. Whilst this may be an effect
peculiar to the particular glass models tested, it seems unlikely. Therefore, further research to
investigate the relative impacts of the physico-chemical and psychological influences of
glassware could prove insightful.
Importantly, no interactions involving champagne were significant. Although Henri Goutorbe
champagne had higher intensity and appeal ratings than Fresne Ducret, the pattern of results
across the glasses and the influence of sightedness were similar for both champagnes,
providing confidence that comparable results would be gained with other champagnes of
similar style.
The questionnaire was conducted to determine the existence of particular preferences
regarding glassware for serving champagne amongst the participants. Preferences and other
views and feelings are likely to be a function of previous experiences and learning which,
according to Spence (quoted in Goode6, p182), can moderate multisensory perception. The
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outcomes from the questionnaire are therefore able to offer further insights into the
experimental results.
To progressively explore the different factors that might contribute to preferences,
participants were asked which glasses they most associated with champagne, which they used
at home, which glass they would select given a free choice, which glasses were most
aesthetically pleasing and which they considered would most enhance the aromas and/or
flavours of champagne. PN was poorly regarded across all five questions and these negative
views could explain the lower mean aroma ratings for this glass in sighted conditions.
Conversely, Vitis was the glass that the majority of participants would freely select, the most
aesthetically pleasing and the one deemed to enhance champagne’s aromas/flavours most. Its
higher mean appeal rating in sighted conditions may be attributable to these positive views.
The patterns of results for Veritas and Vinum are less coherent. The mean aroma appeal rating
from Veritas was higher in sighted than blindfolded conditions, whereas that from Vinum was
lower. This is unexpected given that significantly more participants in the questionnaire said
they associated Vinum with champagne and/or used this glass at home. The results therefore
do not seem to support the mere exposure effect found by Raudenbush et al (2002), where
familiarity with the vessel and beverage combination increased pleasantness of the beverage.
For the majority of participants, Vinum would be their first or second choice in a free
selection and most participants liked, or strongly liked, its appearance. Veritas was slightly
less favoured across these questions yet many judged that it would better enhance the
aromas/flavours of champagne. Interestingly, although 27% of participants considered Vinum
the best for enhancing aromas/flavours, a similar percentage (30%) thought it the worst.
These contrasting results could be attributed to participants’ awareness, or otherwise, of
recent media debate about the merits of wine glasses over flutes. Overall, it would seem
feasible that the perceived effectiveness of a glass in terms of aroma/flavour enhancement
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might act as a moderating influence in aroma perception (for example, by sensation
transference), at least for the research participants who were chosen to represent engaged
wine consumers. Clearly, further research would be required to confirm this link.
Throughout the design and execution of this study, every effort has been made to control for
and/or measure confounding variables and potential sources of error and cross-contamination.
Although the sample sizes for sighted and blindfolded conditions in the experiment and the
questionnaire were large and the participants well matched in terms of demographics and
wine experience, it cannot be stated with absolute certainty that they held similar views about
glassware or would have rated the aromas in a similar way. However, the design adopted was
considered preferable to one using the same participants in all three parts of the study as
participants might have deduced the aim of the research and altered their ratings accordingly.
This might have been avoided by conducting a sighted trial before a blindfolded trial but then
participants would always have been more fatigued in the blindfolded condition. Using the
same participants for both the questionnaire and the sighted experiment, taken in either order,
would also have been flawed as participants may have sought to modify the responses given
in the later test to match any responses given in the test taken earlier. Overall, a replication of
the current research (with the same methodology) would seem the best way to test the
reliability of the results.
The scope of this study was limited to aroma perception, in common with the majority of preexisting laboratory research into the physico-chemical influence of glassware. Whilst aroma is
cited in the media as the main reason why many wine experts now favour the tulip flute and
wine glass, taste is clearly also a critical aspect of champagne drinking. However, exploring
the influence of glassware on taste was not considered feasible within this experiment as the
blindfolded participants would inevitably have gained some sense of glass shape. Russell et
al16 tackled this issue by storing wines in the different glasses before pouring them into
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identical beakers. However, this failed to acknowledge that a glass's ability to direct the wine
to certain parts of the mouth may contribute to its physico-chemical influence on taste. The
design of a valid test that isolates the physico-chemical influence of glassware on taste may
prove difficult to achieve.
It is acknowledged that participants’ rating consistency was not measured as they were
presented with each glass/champagne combination once only. However, a procedure whereby
each participant rated all, or even some, samples twice would have increased the potential for
olfactory fatigue or reduced the number of combinations tested. Potentially, any differences
between ratings of the same combination could have been due to fatigue alone and not
necessarily show that a participant’s ratings are unreliable. Allowing participants to take a
longer break before sampling the second flight may have reduced this problem but, by
substantially increasing the experiment time, less people may have been able to participate. In
any future research, it may be advantageous for each participant to sample one or two repeat
combinations, providing some degree of consistency testing without lengthening the
experiment markedly.
The ability to generalise the results of a research study to broader settings or the wider
population is an important consideration, but this must be balanced against the need to control
variables and ensure appropriate experimental rigour. In this study, participants were
restricted to WSET Level 2 and 3 students who volunteered to take part, of which 39%
worked in the wine trade, 45% were UK nationals and a further 40% other European
nationalities. It is recognised that their knowledge of, and interest in, wine may have
influenced their ratings and thus it would prove instructive to replicate the study with
participants from the general population as well as from a wider cultural background, to
determine how their potentially different preferences and experiences might influence their
opinions and aroma perception.
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The study considered four glass models from the same manufacturer and two champagnes of
comparable style and quality. Whilst not claiming that the results of this single study can be
generalised to other glasses or champagnes, the same experimental methodology could be
applied to wider ranges of sparkling wines and glass shapes to potentially provide further
support for this study’s results.
This research has implications for the industry, as it starts to provide a more rigorous
foundation to the growing debate about champagne glassware shapes in the media3,8,20-22. This
debate is raising awareness amongst the general public that glassware other than the
traditional flute should be used to experience champagne at its best. Indeed, within the current
research Veritas, the white wine shaped glass, gained significantly higher aroma intensity and
appeal ratings (statistically) in both sightedness conditions than Vinum, the traditional flute.
Champagnes are often the most expensive wines that people will purchase; thus
recommending ways to maximise people's enjoyment of champagne, and hence its perceived
value, may lead to increased sales. Additionally, given that glass shape seems to have a
physico-chemical influence on aroma perception, a ‘perfect’ glass could be created for each
style or luxury cuvée of champagne. The psychological influence of glass shape, at least on
aroma appeal, also has key implications for the marketing and sale of glassware and
champagne. If perceptions of aroma or flavour enhancement are confirmed to be important for
engaged wine consumers, glass manufacturers would be advised to strongly promote this
feature of their glasses. In the on-trade, a sommelier informing diners that their glassware has
been specifically selected to enhance their chosen champagne may increase their enjoyment
of the experience and, as reported by Wan et al51, their willingness to pay more for that
pleasure.
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8.

Concluding remarks

This study has shown glassware to have an influence on the aroma perception (measured by
intensity and appeal) of two Pinot Noir-dominant, Brut NV champagnes. The results of the
experiment conducted on blindfolded participants reveal that glass shape can have a physicochemical influence on both aroma intensity and appeal, supporting the research led by the
Université de Reims39-42 and experiments conducted with still wines such as Cliff18 and
Delwiche et al17. The results also show that sightedness has a statistically significant effect on
the aroma appeal ratings across the glass shapes (there being a significant glass*sightedness
interaction), suggesting that glassware can also have a psychological influence on aroma
appeal, in line with research on multisensory perception. However, sightedness did not have a
statistically significant effect on the aroma intensity ratings across the glass shapes (there
being no significant glass*sightedness interaction).
Further research is required to investigate whether the strong physico-chemical influence of
glass shape on aroma intensity has masked a psychological influence in this instance or
whether genuinely no psychological influence for intensity exists. The results of the
questionnaire showing participants to have marked preferences for certain glass shapes also
supports this recommendation for more in-depth research exploring the moderating influence
of preferences or previous experiences on aroma perception.
Whilst it has been clearly and rigorously demonstrated that glass shape does have a physicochemical influence on aroma perception, it is acknowledged that the examination of a
psychological influence has produced less clear-cut results. Nevertheless, this first systematic
study into the influence of glassware on sparkling wines provides a rigorous template and
indicates further avenues of interest for continuing research.
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Appendix 1

Glassware selection

Each of the four glasses selected was manufactured by Riedel and machine blown from lead
crystal:


the Vinum Champagne Glass,
a flute chosen for its traditional thin elegant appearance; one of Riedel’s most popular
modelsA1-1.



the Vitis Champagne Glass,
a flute chosen to represent the ‘tulip’ shape, popular currently in both the media and
amongst wine professionals, with variants widely available from many other glass
manufacturers.



the Veritas Champagne Wine Glass,
a shape similar to that of a white wine glass and also promoted by Maximilian Riedel
as a glass for basic cuvées, vintage champagnes and Chardonnay-dominant
champagnesA1-2.



the Veritas New World Pinot Noir Glass,
a red wine glass, but one that is promoted for rosé champagneA1-3,A1-4 as well as for
champagnes dominated by Pinot NoirA1-2,A1-4,A1-5. It is almost identical in shape to the
Riedel red wine glass favoured by Dom Pérignon's chef de cave, Richard Geoffroy, for
emphasising the characteristics of Pinot Noir-dominant champagnesA1-6.
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The measure of 125ml of champagne poured into each glass was controlled before each
experiment, firstly by fitting stencils around each glass shape to indicate the required surface
level (determined by weight measuring) and then by marking the level at two places on each
glass's exterior, as shown in Figures A1-1 and A1-2. The resulting depths of the sample,
along with other dimensions of the glasses, are given in Table A1-1.
Table A1-1: Dimensions of the selected glass models

Overall height (mm)
Maximum cuppa width (mm)
Rim diameter (mm)
Capacity (ml)
Cuppa depth (mm)
Depth of 125ml sample (mm)
Weight (g)

Veritas
Veritas New
Vinum
Vitis
Champagne World Pinot
Champagne Champagne
Wine
Noir
225
260
235
235
45
73
83
101
45
51
52
69
160
320
445
790
124
152
123
129
104
90
46
27
137
166
134
165

Figure A1-1: The five glasses with stencils indicating a 125ml serving
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ISO Tasting
Glass
155
65
46
215
100
49
92

Figure A1-2: Marking the 125ml level on a Veritas Champagne Wine Glass

Glassware care
After use, glasses were immediately handwashed and thoroughly rinsed with hot water. They
were dried with microfibre cloths and stored individually in lidded, sub-divided plastic boxes
to avoid the musty aromas that commonly arise from storage in cardboard packaging.
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Appendix 2

The champagne typicity test

The Fresne Ducret Brut Reserve and Henri Goutorbe Cuvée Prestige Brut were blind-tasted
for typicity alongside three other Pinot Noir-dominant, Brut non-vintage (NV) premier cru
champagnes from récoltants manipulants situated in the Montagne de Reims and one grande
marque champagne with a similar specification, as described below. The assemblage
percentages are for Pinot Noir, Pinot Meunier and Chardonnay respectively, with the
percentage of reserve wines in brackets.

Champagne Henri Goutorbe Cuvée Prestige Brut NVA2-1
From Aÿ, Mareuil-sur-Aÿ and Bisseuil
Assemblage: 70%, 5%, 25% (15%)

Dominant vintage: 2009

Maturation: 48 months

Dosage: 9.6 g/l

Champagne Fresne Ducret Brut Réserve NVA2-2
From Villedommange
Assemblage: 60%, 25%, 15% (20%)

Dominant vintage: 2009

Maturation: 54 months

Dosage: 9 g/l

Champagne Lacourte-Guillemart Prestige NVA2-3
From Ecueil
Assemblage: 70%, 0%, 30% (15%)

Dominant vintage: 2009

Maturation: 54 months

Dosage: 9 g/l
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Champagne L. Bénard-Pitois Brut Réserve NVA2-4
From Mareuil-sur-Aÿ, Mutigny and la Côte des Blancs
Assemblage: 60%, 0%, 40% (20%)

Dominant vintages: 2009, 2010

Maturation: 35 months +

Dosage: 8.1 g/l

Champagne Laurent-Gabriel Carte d'Or Brut NVA2-5
From Avenay Val d’Or
Assemblage: 75%, 10%, 15% (< 50%)

Dominant vintage: 2010

Maturation: 36 months

Dosage: 9-10 g/l

Bollinger Special Cuvée Brut NVA2-6
85% from grand & premier cru vineyards, mostly between Aÿ and Louvois
Assemblage: 60%, 15%, 25% (10%+)

Dominant vintage: unknown

Maturation: 36 months +

Dosage: 8-9 g/l

Four Diploma graduates and one Master of Wine tasted the champagnes blind and in a
different order, with each making brief tasting notes before a group discussion. A sample size
of ~50ml was served into standard ISO glasses from bottles stored at 7°C.
The Bollinger Special Cuvée Brut NV was included as a Pinot Noir-dominated champagne
renowned for its rich, full-bodied and full-flavoured styleA2-7. The participants agreed that all
the champagnes were typical of their type. Specifically, none stood out as being distinctly
different, although exhibiting slight differences in colour, aroma and flavour intensities and in
the varying prominence of fruit characters (predominantly, red fruits and bruised apple) or
autolytic notes.
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Appendix 3

Server stations and serving controls

Preparation of samples was hidden from participants to prevent them guessing the aims of the
experiment and adjusting their ratings. Server stations (Figure A3-1) were constructed ahead
of each experiment, behind which the glasses were laid out and filled to the appropriate level.

Figure A3-1: Server station hosting glasses for two participants
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The eight glasses for each participant were arranged on an A3 sheet, printed with the serving
order for that participant. The first flight (four glasses) to be sampled was placed at the front
with the second flight, sampled after a short break, at the rear (Figure A3-2).

Figure A3-2: A flight of four filled glasses, with control glass

Each glass was placed onto a colour-coordinated ring (of the same size as its base diameter)
on a sheet showing the eight glass/champagne combinations in the serving order A to H
(Figure A3-3).
For each bottle opened, servers recorded the champagne's temperature when first poured and
the times when opened, first poured and first served (Figure A3-4), so that the consistency of
these parameters could be monitored.
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Figure A3-3: A3 sheet showing serving order A to H (sample)
Pourer sheet
Champagne

Henri Goutorbe

Bottle number

…………………

Pourer

…………………………………

Date

…………………………………

Participants’ status Sighted / Blind

Temperature when opened

………………

Time when opened

………………

Time when first poured

………………

Time when first served

………………

Figure A3-4: Recording sheet for each bottle opened (sample)
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Servers recorded which bottles had been poured into which glasses for each participant
(Figure A3-5), so that any bottle producing atypical ratings across different participants (such
as low appeal) could be recognised and its ratings eliminated if necessary.
Server’s sheet
Sheet No. 85

Server

…………………………………

Participant status Sighted / Blind

Room used …………………………………
Date

…………………………………

Bottle
Number

Control

Aroma
intensity
rating

Aroma
appeal
rating

5

5

Time started …………………………………
A.

Vitis Champagne,
Champagne Henri Goutorbe

B.

Veritas Champagne,
Champagne Fresne Ducret

C.

Veritas New World Pinot Noir,
Champagne Henri Goutorbe

D.

Vinum Flute,
Champagne Fresne Ducret

Time started …………………………………
E.

Veritas New World Pinot Noir,
Champagne Fresne Ducret

F.

Vitis Champagne,
Champagne Fresne Ducret

G.

Vinum Flute,
Champagne Henri Goutorbe

H.

Veritas Champagne,
Champagne Henri Goutorbe

Ratings range from 1 (low intensity or appeal) to 9 (high intensity or appeal)
Any comments

Figure A3-5: Control sheet for recording bottle numbers and participant ratings (sample)
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Appendix 4

Materials for participants in the experimental group

Each participant received an information sheet to read before consenting (or not) to participate
within the experiment. Briefly, this described


what would be required of the participant,



the researcher's background, employment and contact details,



the time that their participation should take to complete,



the experimental procedure, in an appropriate level of detail,



the independence of participation (or not) and the participant's WSET studies,



what to do should more information be needed at any time,



the participant’s right to withdraw at any time without reason,



confidentiality of participant information and how and where this information would
be stored and (potentially) used in the future,



the requirement for participants to keep details of the experiment confidential.

Necessarily, the description of the experimental procedure differed between the sighted and
blindfolded groups.

Participants were also supplied with two copies of a consent form (Figure A4-1), a
demographics questionnaire (Figure A4-2), a smell test scratch card (Figure A4-3) and an
aroma rating sheet (Figure A4-4).
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Participant Identification Number
1

CONSENT FORM
Research into the Sensory Perception of Champagne
Name of Researcher:
Please initial box
I confirm that I have read and understand the information sheet for the above study. I have
had the opportunity to consider the information, ask questions and have had these
answered satisfactorily.
I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at any time,
without giving any reason.
I understand that I will be required to smell alcoholic beverages as part of my participation
in this research.
I understand that any information given by me may be used in future reports, articles or
presentations by the researcher.
I understand that my name will not appear in any reports, articles or presentations.
I agree not to disclose any information about this research including the experimental
procedure and my results.
I agree to take part in the above study.

________________________
Name of Participant

________________
Date

________________
Signature

_________________________
Researcher

________________
Date

________________
Signature

If you would like to be informed of the purpose of the research, please write your email address below. An
explanatory email will be sent to you once the research is complete in April 2015.
Email address: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Researcher Contact Details:

@

Figure A4-1: Consent Form
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.co.uk

Figure A4-2: Demographic questions (common to experiment and questionnaire groups)
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Figure A4-3: Sensonics, Inc. Universal Pocket Smell TestTM (sample)
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Participant’s sheet
Sheet No. 85

Participant Identification Number

………………………

Date

………………………

WSET Study Level

………………………

Control

Aroma
intensity
rating

Aroma appeal
rating

5

5

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

Ratings range from 1 (low intensity or appeal) to 9 (high intensity or appeal)
Any comments

Figure A4-4: Participant's aroma intensity and appeal rating sheet (sample)
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Appendix 5

Materials for participants in the questionnaire group

Each participant received an information sheet to read before consenting (or not) to answer
the questionnaire; this was similar in context to the information sheet given to experimental
group participants.

Questionnaire participants also received two copies of a consent form (as supplied to the
experiment's participants, Figure A4-1, excepting the statement on smelling alcoholic
beverages), the common demographics questionnaire and the three-page questionnaire
(Figures A5-1, A5-2 and A5-3).
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Figure A5-1: Questionnaire, page 1
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Figure A5-2: Questionnaire, page 2
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Figure A5-3: Questionnaire, page 3
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Appendix 6

Details of the statistical analyses conducted on the experimental data

The principal statistical parameters computed within the SPSS analyses, including exact p
values and effect sizes, are presented. Pearson's r, here abbreviated to r, has been used as a
standardised measure of effect size, enabling the outcomes of this study to be compared with
any future research in this field. Effect size is only reported for the statistically significant
post-hoc pairwise comparisons, with r computed by first calculating Cohen’s d (Cohen 1988
p.44, cited in BeckerA6-1), and then converting to r through the formula r.=.d./.√.{d2.+.4},
(Borenstein et alA6-2). According to Cohen (1988, 1992; cited in FieldA6-3), this can then be
interpreted as an effect size, with r.=.±.10 being considered a small effect, r.=.±.30 a medium
effect and r.=.±.50 a large effect.
All statistically significant results within the tables are indicated by bold text.

A6.1

Aroma intensity analysis

Parametric analyses for aroma intensity
A 2x2x4 mixed model ANOVAz, with repeated measures on the champagne and glass, was
conducted on the untransformed aroma intensity data. Levene’s test indicated the assumption
of homogeneity of variance had not been violated (p.>..05). Mauchly’s test indicated that the
assumption of sphericity had been violated for the main effect of glass shape, χ2(5).=.22.55,
p.<..001, but not for the interaction of champagne*glass, χ2(5).=.9.08, p.=..106. Accordingly,
the degrees of freedom for glass shape were corrected using Huynh-Feldt estimates of
z

sightedness (blindfolded/sighted) x champagne (Fresne Ducret/Henri Goutorbe) x glass
(Vinum/Vitis/Veritas/PN)
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sphericity (Ɛ.=.0.85), as recommended by FieldA6-4. Tables A6-1 and A6-2 present the
principal statistical parameters from the interactions and main effects computed by the mixed
model ANOVA, in support of Tables 2 (page 26) and 3 (page 27).

Table A6-1: Principal statistical parameters for the interactions from the 2x2x4
mixed model ANOVA conducted on the aroma intensity data
(supports Table 2)

champagne*glass*sightedness

0.33

Degrees of
freedom
3, 261

glass*sightedness

1.95

3, 261

= .122

champagne*glass

0.71

3, 261

= .548

champagne*sightedness

1.12

1, 87

= .293

Interaction tested

F

p
= .804

Table A6-2: Principal statistical parameters for the main effects from the 2x2x4
mixed model ANOVA conducted on the aroma intensity data
(supports Table 3)

glass

35.92

Degrees of
freedom
3, 261

champagne

65.1

1, 87

< .001

sightedness

1.41

1, 87

= .239

Main effect tested

F

p
< .001

As a direct test of hypothesis 1.1, separate 2x4 repeated-measures ANOVAsaa were conducted
for the blindfolded and sighted conditions. In the blindfolded condition ANOVA, Mauchly’s
test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had not been violated for the main effect of
glass shape, χ2(5).=.10.68, p.=..058, nor for the interaction of champagne*glass, χ2(5).=.8.28,
p.=..142, so sphericity was assumed. Tables A6-3 and A6-4 present the principal statistical
aa

champagne (Fresne Ducret/Henri Goutorbe) x glass (Vinum/Vitis/Veritas/PN)
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parameters for the interaction and main effects in the blindfolded condition, in support of
Tables 4 and 5 (both page 28).
Table A6-3: Principal statistical parameters for the interaction from the 2x4
repeated-measures ANOVA conducted on the aroma intensity data
from the blindfolded condition
(supports Table 4)

Interaction tested

F

champagne*glass

0.51

Degrees of
freedom
3, 129

p
= .677

Table A6-4: Principal statistical parameters for the main effects from the 2x4
repeated-measures ANOVA conducted on the aroma intensity data
from the blindfolded condition
(supports Table 5)

glass

12.18

Degrees of
freedom
3, 129

champagne

42.43

1, 43

F

Main effect tested

p
< .001
< .001

Table A6-4 showed statistically significant main effects for both glass shape and champagne,
which were investigated further by post-hoc pairwise comparisonsbb. The principal statistical
parameters are presented in Tables A6-5 and A6-6 respectively, in support of Table 5 (page
28) and Table 8 (page 30).
Table A6-5: p-values and effect sizes from pairwise comparisons of glass shapes
conducted on the mean aroma intensity ratings from the blindfolded
condition
(supports Tables 5 and 8)
Pairwise comparison
Glass 1
Glass 2
Vinum
Vitis
Vinum
Veritas
Vinum
PN
Vitis
Veritas
Vitis
PN
Veritas
PN

p

r

< .001
< .001
= .009
= 1.00
= 1.00
= .912

-.31
-.36
-.25

bb

All post-hoc comparisons throughout the analyses for aroma intensity and appeal are corrected
against Type 1 error by the Bonferroni adjustment.
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Table A6-6: Principal statistical parameters for the pairwise comparison of champagnes
conducted on the mean aroma intensity ratings from the
blindfolded condition
(supports Table 5)
Mean Intensity
Henri
Fresne
Goutorbe Ducret
5.86

4.66

Mean
difference

95% Confidence
Interval

p

r

1.19

[0.82, 1.56]

< .001

.29

In the sighted condition ANOVA, Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity
had been violated for the main effect of glass shape, χ2(5).=.19.54, p.=..002, but not for the
interaction of champagne*glass, χ2(5).=.2.42, p.=..788. The degrees of freedom for glass
shape were corrected using Huynh-Feldt estimates of sphericity (Ɛ.=.0.86). Tables A6-7 and
A6-8 present the principal statistical parameters for the interaction and main effects in the
sighted condition, in support of Tables 6 (page 28) and 7 (page 29).
Table A6-7: Principal statistical parameters for the interaction from the 2x4
repeated-measures ANOVA conducted on the aroma intensity data
from the sighted condition
(supports Table 6)

Interaction tested

F

champagne*glass

0.53

Degrees of
freedom
3, 132

p
= .664

Table A6-8: Principal statistical parameters for the main effects from the 2x4
repeated-measures ANOVA conducted on the aroma intensity data
from the sighted condition
(supports Table 7)

glass

24.32

Degrees of
freedom
3, 132

champagne

24.16

1, 44

Main effect tested

F

p
< .001
< .001

Table A6-8 showed statistically significant main effects for both glass shape and champagne,
which were investigated further by post-hoc pairwise comparisons. The principal statistical
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parameters are presented in Tables A6-9 and A6-10 respectively, in support of Table 7 (page
29) and Table 9 (page 30).
Table A6-9: p-values and effect sizes from pairwise comparisons of glass shapes
conducted on the mean aroma intensity ratings from the sighted condition
(supports Tables 7 and 9)
Pairwise comparison
Glass 1
Glass 2
Vinum
Vitis
Vinum
Veritas
Vinum
PN
Vitis
Veritas
Vitis
PN
Veritas
PN

p

r

< .001
< .001
< .001
= 1.00
= .834
= .274

-.50
-.53
-.38

Table A6-10: Principal statistical parameters for the pairwise comparison of
champagnes conducted on the mean aroma intensity ratings from
the sighted condition
(supports Table 7)
Mean Intensity
Henri
Fresne
Goutorbe Ducret
5.47

4.56

Mean
difference

95% Confidence
Interval

p

r

0.92

[0.54, 1.29]

< .001

.22

Non-parametric analyses for aroma intensity
A Friedman’s ANOVA conducted on the untransformed aroma intensity data showed a
significant main effect of glass shape on aroma intensity ratings, χ2F(3).=.81.70, p.<..001. A
Mann-Whitney test for the main effect of sightedness found no significant effect between the
blindfolded (Mdn.=.5) and sighted conditions (Mdn.=.6), z.=.-1.60, p.=..109. A Wilcoxon
Signed Rank test showed significantly higher ratings for the Henri Goutorbe (Mdn.=.6) than
the Fresne Ducret (Mdn.=.4), z.=.8.24, p.<..001, r.=..44.
When analysing separately for the different sightedness conditions, a Friedman’s ANOVA for
the blindfolded condition data showed a significant effect of glass shape, χ2F(3).=.26.59,
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p.<..001. Separate Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests showed that there were statistically significant
effects between some pairs of glass shapes (Table A6-11) and also between the champagnes,
with significantly higher ratings for the Henri Goutorbe (Mdn.=.6) than the Fresne Ducret
(Mdn.=.5), z.=.6.03, p.<..001, r.=..45.
Table A6-11: Principal statistical parameters for the main effect of glass shape
conducted on the aroma intensity ratings from the blindfolded condition
Glass shape
Glass 1 Glass 2
Vinum Vitis
Vinum Veritas
Vinum PN
Vitis
Veritas
Vitis
PN
Veritas PN

Median
Glass 1 Glass 2
4
6
4
6
4
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

z

p

r

-3.47
-4.67
-3.18
-1.20
0.29
1.49

= .003
< .001
= .009
= 1.00
= 1.00
= .082

-.37
-.50
-.37

A Friedman’s ANOVA for the sighted condition data revealed a significant effect of glass
shape, χ2F(3).=.58.42, p.<..001. Separate Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests showed that there were
statistically significant effects between some pairs of glass shapes (Table A6-12) and also
between the champagnes, with significantly higher ratings for the Henri Goutorbe (Mdn.=.6)
than the Fresne Ducret (Mdn.=.4), z.=.5.62, p.<..001, r.=..42.
Table A6-12: Principal statistical parameters for the main effect of glass shape
conducted on the aroma intensity ratings from the sighted condition
Glass shape
Glass 1 Glass 2
Vinum Vitis
Vinum Veritas
Vinum PN
Vitis
Veritas
Vitis
PN
Veritas PN

Median
Glass 1 Glass 2
3
6
3
6
3
5.5
6
6
6
5.5
6
5.5

z

p

r

-5.77
-6.67
-4.42
-0.90
1.36
2.25

< .001
< .001
< .001
= 1.00
= 1.00
= .146

-.61
-.70
-.47

Tables A6-11 and A6-12 support the qualitative statements within the final paragraph of
Section 5.1 (page 31).
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A6.2

Aroma appeal analysis

As the aroma appeal data were normally distributed, only parametric analyses were necessary.
A 2x2x4 mixed model ANOVAcc, with repeated measures on the champagne and glass, was
conducted on the untransformed aroma appeal data. Levene’s test indicated the assumption of
homogeneity of variance had not been violated (p.>..05). Mauchly’s test indicated that the
assumption of sphericity had not been violated for the main effect of glass shape, χ2(5).=.9.27,
p.=..099, nor the interaction of champagne*glass, χ2(5).=.0.37, p.=..996. Tables A6-13 and
A6-14 present the principal statistical parameters from the interactions and main effects
computed by the mixed model ANOVA, in support of Tables 10 (page 32) and 11 (page 33).

Table A6-13: Principal statistical parameters for the interactions from the 2x2x4
mixed model ANOVA conducted on the aroma appeal data
(supports Table 10)

champagne*glass*sightedness

1.77

Degrees of
freedom
3, 261

glass*sightedness

3.69

3, 261

= .012

champagne*glass

0.35

3, 261

= .792

champagne*sightedness

0.83

1, 87

= .365

Interaction tested

F

p
= .154

Table A6-14: Principal statistical parameters for the champagne main effect from the
2x2x4 mixed model ANOVA conducted on the aroma appeal data
(supports Table 11)

Main effect tested
champagne

F
23.15

Degrees of
freedom
1, 87

cc

p
< .001

sightedness (blindfolded/sighted) x champagne (Fresne Ducret/Henri Goutorbe) x glass
(Vinum/Vitis/Veritas/PN)
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To better understand the glass*sightedness interaction, separate 2x4 repeated-measures
ANOVAsdd were conducted for the blindfolded and sighted conditions. In the blindfolded
condition ANOVA, Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had not been
violated for the main effect of glass shape, χ2(5).=.6.50, p.=..260, nor the interaction of
champagne*glass, χ2(5).=.2.10, p.=..835, so sphericity was assumed. Tables A6-15 and A6-16
present the principal statistical parameters for the interaction and main effects in the
blindfolded condition, in support of Tables 12 and 13 (both page 34).

Table A6-15: Principal statistical parameters for the interaction from the 2x4
repeated-measures ANOVA conducted on the aroma appeal data
from the blindfolded condition
(supports Table 12)

Interaction tested

F

champagne*glass

0.95

Degrees of
freedom
3, 129

p
= .417

Table A6-16: Principal statistical parameters for the main effects from the 2x4
repeated-measures ANOVA conducted on the aroma appeal data
from the blindfolded condition
(supports Table 13)

glass

3.77

Degrees of
freedom
3, 129

champagne

12.06

1, 43

Main effect tested

F

p
= .012
= .001

Table A6-16 showed statistically significant main effects for both glass shape and champagne
which were investigated further by post-hoc pairwise comparisons. The principal statistical
parameters are presented in Tables A6-17 and A6-18 respectively, in support of Table 13
(page 34) and Table 16 (page 36).

dd

champagne (Fresne Ducret/Henri Goutorbe) x glass (Vinum/Vitis/Veritas/PN)
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Table A6-17: p-values and effect sizes from pairwise comparisons of glass shapes
conducted on the mean aroma appeal ratings from the blindfolded
condition
(supports Tables 13 and 16)
Pairwise comparison
Glass 1
Glass 2
Vinum
Vitis
Vinum
Veritas
Vinum
PN
Vitis
Veritas
Vitis
PN
Veritas
PN

p
= .098
= .004
= .786
= 1.00
= 1.00
= .520

r

-.20

Table A6-18: Principal statistical parameters for the pairwise comparison of
champagnes conducted on the mean aroma appeal ratings from
the blindfolded condition
(supports Table 13)
Mean Appeal
Henri
Fresne
Goutorbe Ducret
5.73

4.93

Mean
difference

95% Confidence
Interval

p

r

0.81

[0.34, 1.28]

= .001

.20

In the sighted condition ANOVA, Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity
had not been violated for the main effect of glass shape, χ2(5).=.5.61, p.=..346, nor the
interaction of champagne*glass, χ2(5).=.3.81, p.=..578, so sphericity was assumed. Tables A619 and A6-20 present the principal statistical parameters for the interactions and main effects
in the sighted condition, in support of Tables 14 (page 34) and 15 (page 35).

Table A6-19: Principal statistical parameters for the interaction from the 2x4
repeated-measures ANOVA conducted on the aroma appeal data
from the sighted condition
(supports Table 14)

Interaction tested

F

champagne*glass

1.20

Degrees of
freedom
3, 132
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p
= .313

Table A6-20: Principal statistical parameters for the main effects from the 2x4
repeated-measures ANOVA conducted on the aroma appeal data
from the sighted condition
(supports Table 15)

glass

15.32

Degrees of
freedom
3, 132

champagne

11.56

1, 44

F

Main effect tested

p
< .001
= .001

Table A6-20 showed statistically significant main effects for both glass shape and champagne
which were investigated further by post-hoc pairwise comparisons. The principal statistical
parameters are presented in Tables A6-21 and A6-22 respectively, in support of Table 15
(page 35) and Table 17 (page 36).

Table A6-21: p-values and effect sizes from pairwise comparisons of glass shapes
conducted on the mean aroma appeal ratings from the sighted condition
(supports Tables 15 and 17)
Pairwise comparison
Glass 1
Glass 2
Vinum
Vitis
Vinum
Veritas
Vinum
PN
Vitis
Veritas
Vitis
PN
Veritas
PN

p

r

< .001
< .001
= .142
= 1.00
= .065
= .002

-.39
-.45

.27

Table A6-22: Principal statistical parameters for the pairwise comparison of
champagnes conducted on the mean aroma appeal ratings from
the sighted condition
(supports Table 15)
Mean Appeal
Henri
Fresne
Goutorbe Ducret
5.48

4.93

Mean
difference

95% Confidence
Interval

p

r

0.55

[0.22, 0.88]

= .001

.13
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